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Abstract: IceCube is the world’s largest high-energy neutrino observatory, built at the South Pole. It consists of
photomultipliers deployed 1.5-2.5 km deep into the Antarctic ice cap and detects the trajectory of charged leptons
produced during high-energy neutrino interactions in the surrounding ice. A sufficient number of background
free events and high reconstruction quality are essential, for neutrino astronomy and to measure the spectrum of
astrophysical neutrinos. This motivates extended studies to determine the cost and physics potential of an IceTop
Extension, IceVeto to detect neutrinos in the southern hemisphere. Building on the experience of IceTop/IceCube,
and Auger, the possibly most cost effective, and detection efficient way to build IceVeto is an extension of the
IceTop detector with simple photomultiplier based detector modules for CR detection. First simple estimates
indicate that such a veto detector will more than double the discovery potential of current point source analysis.
Here we present the motivation and capabilities based on first simulations.
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1 IceCube and IceTop as motivation for
IceVeto

The IceCube observatory [1] was built to measure high
energy astrophysical neutrinos that point back to the cosmic
ray accelerators. Located at the South Pole, it consists of a
surface air shower array, called IceTop [2], and a deep-ice
Cherenkov detector (IceCube).

IceTop is used as a veto for CR in astrophysical neutrino
searches of IceCube but only for extremely vertical showers
or showers of extremely high energy as the geometrical
overlap of IceTop and IceCube is small [3]. IceVeto starts
with the idea to increase the overlap of a surface detector
for CR’s with IceCube down to higher inclinations (Figure
1). There are several points that motivate extended studies
to determine the physics potential of an IceTop extension,
using similar detection modules like the IceTop tanks,
IceVeto.

The most recent analyses of IceCube data have found
neutrinos in the region of up to PeV energies. The two
highest energy neutrinos are shown not to be cosmic ray-
induced with a significance of 2.8σ (which is of course cos-
mic ray-model dependent) [4]. Both are neutrino-induced
cascades that are reconstructed to be downgoing. Anoth-
er analysis, known as a ”starting-event search”, selects on-
ly events where the neutrino had its first interaction with-
in the IceCube volume [5]. This analysis finds an excess
of neutrinos from the Southern Hemisphere, which is in
clear disagreement with predictions from the cosmic ray
induced atmospheric neutrino flux. Of course, any search of
the southern sky would want to be sensitive to the galactic
center as a potential source.

IceVeto would be able to reduce several types of back-
ground contributing to a variety of searches. Most obvious-
ly, it could tag cosmic ray air showers whose downgoing

Fig. 1: GALPROP π0 1.1TeV skymap in galactic coordi-
nates. The light grey region is the northern sky which is
dominated by atmospheric neutrinos. The bright-colored re-
gion is the region of the southern sky covered by the IceVeto
extension proposed in this work, which includes the galac-
tic center (the yellow star). The purple region indicates cov-
erage of the current IceTop detector when used as a veto.
The dark grey band is above the horizon but not covered by
IceVeto.

muon bundles are a background for neutrino searches in
the southern sky, near the horizon, or in the northern sky
where misreconstructed downgoing muons can contaminate
an upgoing signal. But more interestingly, IceVeto could al-
so reduce atmospheric neutrino background, which is now
the dominant background for both diffuse and point source
searches at high energies. As the mean free path length of
muons of tens of TeV to tens of PeV muon primary energy
is on the order of kilometers, the νµ induced muons will
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Fig. 2: Integrated detectable E−2 νµ induced muon flux with
IceVeto compared to the starting-event selection method
integrated from 30 TeV to 10 PeV. The green line indicates
the position of the Galactic Center. Even in the most vertical
bin (cos(θ)> 0.3) IceTop is worse than IceVeto as it already
includes events that are to far away from IceTop (star).

reach IceCube even at high inclinations. In addition, the
probability for an astrophysical νµ to interact is proportion-
al to the amount of matter it traversed. So accordingly, the
effective area compared to the starting-event approach only
increases by a factor of 2.4 in the straight downgoing region
(as the detector is 1km in size at 1.45 kilometer depth) and
by more than a factor of 5.5 at the height of the galactic
center (zenith angle of θ = 62◦) where the νµ has to tra-
verse much more ice. The increase of the effective area giv-
en an IceVeto detector working from θ = 0◦−75◦ is about
a factor of 3.5 compared to the starting event analyses [5]
for muon neutrinos. The overall increase in the all-flavor
effective area in the southern sky (assuming that νe and ντ

effective areas remain the same) will increase by a factor of
about two. These additional νµ events are especially useful
in point source searches, as their arrival directions are the
best reconstructed. The number of astrophysical νµ induced
muons based on an E−2 spectrum integrated from 30 TeV
to 10 PeV neutrino primary energy are estimated with the
attenuation of muons taken into account for the starting-
event search, IceTop and IceVeto, as shown in Figure 2.

Currently, atmospheric neutrinos can be removed from a
cascade event sample if IceCube sees accompanying muons
coming from outside the detector volume. This technique is
not effective near the horizon, where muons from bundles
are absorbed due to large amount of ice they have to
traverse. However, such events could still be removed by a
surface detector near the shower axis such as IceVeto. The
electromagnetic component of the CR air shower contains
orders of magnitude more detectable particles (electrons),
and those particles would have traveled through about 100
times less particle density compared to those that reach
IceCube.

2 Study of IceTop Tanks with data
To simulate a possible extension of IceTop to veto CRs for
neutrino detection we need to describe the single modules
the detector will be based on, in particular, to quantify the
probability of a single module to get hit relative to the air
shower properties (inclination, lateral distance) and relative
to the neutrino energy of the particles that reach IceCube.
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Fig. 3: Hit distribution of a single IceTop tank for different
inclinations in the on-time veto window with the off-time
window hit probability subtracted. The hit probability stays
the same in the region where well-reconstructed events
are dominant. The single-tank hit probability in the off-
time window is constant down to the region where only
misreconstructed events have no hits in IceTop tanks that
are close to the axis.

In order to evaluate such information we select 33.5 days
of real IceCube and IceTop events from the years 2010/11
with a light deposit in IceCube of 103 −104 qtot with a bin-
size of 103 qtot and no additional cuts, where qtot is the light
deposit roughly equal to the photomultiplier charge of one
measured photon. The energy of the relativistic and charged
particles that are moving through IceCube is proportional to
the Cherenkov light deposit. Thus, we are selecting events
with corresponding neutrino energies of about 20-400 TeV.
The qtot distribution follows the slope of the cosmic ray
spectrum and mostly populates the low-light deposit part
of 103 qtot . It is running out of statistics at 104 qtot . While
the neutrino energy corresponding to the light deposit in
IceCube is almost independent of the inclination, the cosmic
ray primary energy for a fixed light deposit in IceCube
is dependent on the amount of South Pole ice the shower
particles had to traverse. Thus, horizontal showers with the
same light deposit in IceCube have a higher cosmic ray
primary energy because they were thinned out more while
traveling through more matter. This leads to a reduction of
the background flux with increasing inclination. Given the
fixed cut on the light deposit at 103−2×103 qtot in IceCube
(equivalent to some 10 TeV neutrino primary energy), we
are interested in the hit probability of a single IceTop tank
for our simulation given a certain event topology. As for the
IceTop veto, the IceVeto on-time window is chosen to be
up to 1 µs after the expected air shower front. To estimate
the background from accidental coincidences an off-time
window of 1 µs length, 1 µs before the actual shower front
is expected [3], was chosen.

The tank hit probability was found to be only dependent
on the lateral distance to the shower axis but not on the
inclination (see Figure 3). One can clearly see that the hit
probability of close tanks in the case of a more inclined
shower cannot be tested, as it is geometrically impossible
for an inclined shower to hit IceCube and at the same time
to be close to IceTop. There is a class of inclined events,
which have an unstable reconstruction. They are IceCube
corner clippers, which only pass through a shallow part of
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Fig. 4: The single-tank hit probability, derived from experi-
mental data, is improving with increasing light deposit in
IceCube. At small light deposits tanks that are close to the
shower axis become more important. The background hit
probability is at the level of 2×10−3.

the IceCube detector far away from the surface hit position.
This makes the IceTop tank hit probability drop artificially;
at even closer distances of the tank to the shower axis there
is no geometrical possibility left.

As a result the tank hit probability/µs time window for a
cosmic ray-induced air shower for a fixed light deposit in
IceCube is taken to be independent of the inclination for
a given qtot (Fig. 4). As astrophysical neutrinos have only
random cosmic ray-induced hits in IceTop, the IceTop tank-
hit probability/µs is described by a time window collecting
only random hits (off-time window in Figure 4) .

3 Simulation of a possible IceVeto
configuration

Here a Monte Carlo simulation that assumes to consist of
similar modules like the IceTop tanks is described. It was
assumed that the cosmic ray flux is isotropic over the sky for
a fixed primary energy. As the correlation of primary energy
and light deposit in IceCube is changing with inclination,
we correct for this from the measured distribution of the
light deposit in IceCube as a function of the cosine of
the inclination. The cosine conserves the assumed cosmic
ray isotropy over the sky leading to an increasing radial
distance of the tanks to each other with increasing distance
to IceCube. This gives us the capability of simulating a
realistic cosmic ray flux of IceCube events with fixed light
deposit with a bin width of 103 qtot from 103 to 104 qtot
(see Figure 5). We constrain the radius of the array to be
not larger than 7km. This includes the galactic center but
reduces the number of tanks at the cost of losing the very
inclined region for most efficient CR vetoing. The array
was optimized to provide a veto efficiency high enough to
suppress the CR background, comparable to the starting
event selection homogeneously over the entire inclination
region using an as low as possible number of modules. The
geometry that uses the lowest number of modules and that
still rejects 99.98% of the cosmic rays that produce an light
deposit in IceCube > 2×103 qtot while keeping 94% of the
neutrino signal consists of 943 modules with a maximum
distance of 6.7 km from the IceCube center (Figure 6). For
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Fig. 5: Simulated distribution of events with qtot103 in the
IceVeto array for about 8 years of lifetime and 0◦ to 75◦

inclination. The graph in the lower left corner shows the
event multiplicity as a function of the inclination in cos(θ)
on a logarithmic scale. The events are rapidly thinning out
as they become more horizontal.

a light deposit in IceCube > 4×103 qtot the veto already
rejects 99.999% of all cosmic ray-induced signals due to the
increase in the hit probability. This is currently considered
to be the most cost efficient way to extend IceTop to veto
CRs. We expect that 1000 modules optimized to only work
as a CR veto deployed on the surface are more cost effective
in comparison to ideas that for example extend the detector
deep in the ice and would lead to the same improvements
to astrophysical neutrino detection and astronomy. First
estimates indicate that IceVeto could maybe be around 20
times less expensive than IceCube or even less. Further
investigation is planed in order to achieve a more precise
cost estimate.

4 Impact on Physics Analysis
The simulation results of IceVeto lead to estimates of the
impact on diffuse and point source analysis with IceCube.

4.1 Diffuse Flux Measurements
Diffuse neutrino flux analyses without IceVeto have only
been done for the Northern Hemisphere, where the neutri-
nos are the only particles capable of penetrating the earth.
Here, a very pure neutrino sample was found, but it is dom-
inated by the irreducible cosmic ray-induced atmospheric
neutrinos. The fact that above a certain neutrino energy, and
in the geometrical overlap region of IceCube and IceVeto,
we expect to be able to significantly reduce backgrounds of
the cosmic ray muons and the atmospheric neutrinos, will
lead to very sensitive measurements of the diffuse astro-
physical neutrino flux in the Southern Hemisphere.

Comparing an E−2 astrophysical neutrino flux simula-
tion, based on the most stringent IceCube limit, with cos-
mic ray simulations based on CORSIKA, we find that cos-
mic ray particles dominate the spectrum in IceCube up to
a light deposit in IceCube of 5× 104qtot . After applying
the IceVeto array extension, the crossover, where the signal
flux exceeds the background, is at 2.8×103qtot , an order
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Fig. 6: Veto efficiency calculated with the simulation of
events with 1000 qtot and inclinations from 0◦ -75◦. The
veto efficiency starts to thin out at the borders where no
module ring is left. Each black dot indicates one station.
IceTop densely populates the central part.

of magnitude lower (Figure 7). The directly observable as-
trophysical neutrino flux increases from about 0.5/year to
2.6/year, by a factor of five. The background levels above
the energies were the signal starts to dominate are 0.06
events/year in the case without veto and 0.01 events/year
in the case with IceVeto. In the latter case, 2.6 events ob-
served in one year with IceVeto would yield a discovery
of astrophysical neutrinos with a significance of over 5σ

(without systematic uncertainties). Since the veto efficiency
for atmospheric neutrinos is more efficient than the cosmic
ray muon veto, the atmospheric neutrino spectrum will be
highly suppressed and negligible. In addition, we expect
IceVeto to perform even better above 4×103qtot than Fig-
ure 7 shows as it was necessary to keep the veto efficiency
constant at 99.999% above 4×103qtot due to insufficient
statistics in data and Monte Carlo simulation.

4.2 Neutrino Point Source Measurements
For point source searches with a low number of signal
events it is of great importance to achieve as low background
contribution as possible.

With increasing veto efficiency, the background decreas-
es linearly when keeping the same amount of signal for
IceVeto. As IceVeto provides a much larger lever arm for
reconstruction, it will even help with upgoing events (north-
ern sky) that are originally misreconstructed as downgo-
ing. As these events are one of the main contaminations at
the high-energy end of current point source analyses of the
northern sky (upgoing), this will likely increase the sensi-
tivity even here.

IceVeto focuses on excavating throughgoing astrophysi-
cal neutrino-induced muons. Since νµ induced muon tracks
in particular have a well-reconstructed direction, the detec-
tion of astrophysical muon-neutrinos at the 5σ level would
also imply observation or constraints on point sources in the
sky. With the IceVeto extension, rejection of atmospheric
neutrino background for νµ induced muons can be great-
ly enhanced, so we could be able to look for extragalactic
point sources in the southern sky with IceCube to a much
higher precision than currently.

Probably most importantly we would increase the de-

Fig. 7: The dashed, dropping line, shows the expected
cosmic ray background in the ice, derived from simulation.
The solid, faster dropping, line is the CR flux after applying
the IceVeto array with 0◦−75◦ inclination. The dashed, flat
line, is an astrophysical E−2 neutrino flux (E2d/Φ/dE =
1.4×10−8 GeV cm−2s−1sr−1) based on the current diffuse
flux limit [6] from 0◦−90◦ inclination. The solid, flat line,
is the same neutrino flux from 0◦−75◦ inclination.

tectable neutrino flux from the galactic center. Figure 1
shows the spatial limitation of the IceTop veto (center re-
gion) and the region we gain including the veto extension.

5 Conclusions
IceVeto is a powerful way to extend IceCube for sub-PeV
astrophysical neutrino induced muon detection by vetoing
background from CRs with using less than 1000 modules
similar to IceTop. Atmospheric neutrinos and muon bundles
will be vetoed by the associated air shower particles. IceVeto
will possibly make sub PeV νµ induced muon detection
at the hight of the galactic center possible with IceCube
being able to detect 5.5 time more astrophysical νµ induced
muons (see Figure 2) and will be able to find 3.5 times
more high energy astrophysical νµ at the overall southern
sky. They are an important key to find the sources of CR
acceleration. The total gain in the flux of all three neutrino
flavors needs further investigation but will overall be above
a factor of 2 compared to the starting-event analysis for the
Southern Hemisphere.
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